ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
The next generation mobile radio communication systems are faced with the ever increasing demand for higher communication rates. In order to meet this demand, the communication systems should obtain an accurate model for the communication channel. For fuller utilization of multipath communication channels, communication systems utilize antenna arrays and related signal processing techniques to produce estimates for communication channel parameters such as DOA of each path, their time-delays, Doppler shifts and amplitudes. Various array signal processing techniques are proposed for reliable and accurate estimation for these channel parameters [1] . The proposed algorithms can be categorized as spectral estimation, parametric subspacebased estimation and deterministic parametric estimation techniques. The well known MUltiple SIgnal Classification (MUSIC) algorithm is in the category of spectral estimation techniques [2] . The ESPRIT technique is a good example for the second category [3] . The Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm is in the category of deterministic parametric estimation techniques [4] . The SAGE algorithm, which is an extention of the EM, jointly estimates DOA, time-delay and Doppler shift of impinging signals [5, 6] . The recently proposed CAF-DF technique, which is in the same category as the SAGE technique, also provides estimates for DOA, time-delay and Doppler shift of impinging signals [7] . In this paper, a comparative performance study of the CAF-DF and SAGE techniques in a multipath environment is presented. For further comparison, performance curves for the MUSIC algorithm and the Cramer-Rao lower bounds are also reported.
SIGNAL AND CHANNEL MODEL
Communication systems typically employ transmission of training sequences to obtain reliable estimates for the channel parameters of interest. Transmitted signal, , for a training sequence of length q , can be written as:
where p(t) is the pulse waveform of duration T p which is less than the pulse repetition interval T. As shown in Fig.  1 , delayed, Doppler shifted and attenuated copies of the transmitted signal from a transmitter (TX) impinge on an M element receiver antenna array from different paths. In such an environment, baseband signal on the antenna can be modeled as: 
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CAF-DF ALGORITHM
The recently proposed CAF-DF technique makes use of the cross-ambiguity function (CAF), which is commonly used for the delay and Doppler estimation in radar applications [8] . In order to obtain initial estimates for the delay and Doppler shifts of individual multipath components, the CAF of each antenna output and the known transmitted training signal is calculated as: can be used to detect the presence of incoming signals and their respective delays and Doppler shifts. Since, antennas are typically spaced at a fraction of the wavelength corresponding to the carrier frequency of communication, their separation is very small relative to the TX-RX distance. Therefore, time-delay and Doppler shift of individual multipath components are almost the same on each antenna. To obtain more reliable initial delay Doppler estimates in the absence of DOA information, an incoherent integration of the absolute values of each CAF surfaces is computed as: 1 2 , ,
Compared to individual CAF surfaces at each antenna output, detection of peaks on the 
In this vector, m ψ is the phase of 
where ( ) , S θ φ includes the phase shift of each antenna with respect to the array origin:
,
To perform the required maximization, a grid search can 
A copy of the multipath component can be generated by using (11) with the estimated path parameters. The generated copy of the multipath component is eliminated from each antenna output. Then CAF-DF technique starts
a new iteration to detect and estimate path parameters of another multipath component. This iterative detection, estimation and elimination phases are concluded once there is no significant peak left above the noise floor of the incoherent detection surface.
In these equations ( The SAGE algorithm is an alternative version of the classical EM algorithm [4] . The use of the SAGE in multipath channel parameter estimation is presented firstly in [6] . Each iteration of the algorithm contain EM iteration phase where some of the parameters are fixed at the previous iteration values, while other parameters are reestimated. Instead of simultaneous parameter estimation, parameters are estimated sequentially. In order to reduce the complexity of the algorithm, suboptimal but faster one dimensional optimization procedures along each parameter are used.
There are various methods to initialize the algorithm. One can use MUSIC algorithm to provide initial time-delay values and then for the remaining signal parameters initialization iterations of the SAGE can be used [6] . In this paper, a different initialization procedure is preferred [6] . Since, initially, phase of the complex amplitudes ,
are not known, time-delays and DOAs are estimated incoherently. For this purpose, in the initialization part, maximization procedures used for time-delay and DOA estimations given in (15) and (16) are changed with the equations below. SAGE algorithm can be divided into two parts namely; expectation and maximization phases. First phase starts with forming what is known as "the complete information" as :
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. (21) Once the complete information is formed, the maximization phase takes place to yield a new set of parameter estimates for each multipath component:
As seen from the equations above, signal estimates of the waves with initialized parameters are subtracted from observed data . Parameter update procedure is continued until there is no improvement in the sense of rMSE between consecutive iterations. Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 , respectively. Obtained results show that both the CAF-DF and the SAGE techniques provide significantly better parameter estimates than the MUSIC technique. Furthermore, the CAF-DF technique provides more reliable estimates than the SAGE technique for a wide range of SNR values extending from medium to low SNR values. Finally, the SAGE technique outperforms the CAF-DF at high SNR values.
COMPARISON OF THE CAF-DF, SAGE AND MUSIC ALGORITHMS

CONCLUSIONS
Recently proposed CAF-DF technique for the estimation of multipath channel parameters is compared with the commonly used the SAGE and the MUSIC techniques. Obtained results show that CAF-DF provides better parameter estimates in terms of rMSE than the MUSIC technique. More importantly, the CAF-DF technique is found to be superior to the SAGE technique over a wide range of SNR values extending from medium to low. Since this range of SNR values creates the most challenging situations in practice, it can be concluded that the CAF-DF technique serves well in a wide range of applications. Our current research effort is focused on developing a hybrid algorithm where the SAGE technique is initialized with the estimated multipath channel parameters provided by the CAF-DF technique. The hybrid technique is expected to be superior to both the CAF-DF and the SAGE techniques at all SNR values.
